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Brand new for 2018, and direct from America, our Sailcloth Tents are the newest 

addition to our alternative tent hire range. Combining the practicality of a more 

traditional shape, with the impact of an imposing height and modern, clear sided 

walls makes these tents totally unique. The seams of their parachute-style 

canopy sweep down from the 6-meter wooden support poles, creating a grand 

sense of space and style. 



Our Sailcloth Tents will be launched on the 28th April 2018 (with a venue to be 

announced). This will be a fantastic opportunity to see the tents up, and styled, 

and to meet the team to discuss how these new tents might make the perfect 

hire for your next event.



Our Sailcloth Launch will be the first opportunity to see our BRAND NEW Sailcloth 
Tents up and styled! Floorplans, layout ideas and all of the team will be on hand to 

help advise how these fantastic tents will be a great option for your next event.

For further information please email us

hello@cambridgetentcompany.com



The single pole Hampton is 14 meters in diameter, with a 6-meter-tall support 

pole. With straight sided walls that can be left on as clear panels or rolled up to 

further enjoy the outdoors, this smallest version can seat up to 100 guests.



14 meters x 20 meters. A great size for up to 150 guests with room for dancefloor or bar. Please ask for further guidance

on how much room to allow for your guest number.

The clear sided walls mean that views can be enjoyed in panoramic, come rain or shine. The best bit about these walls

is that they can be added or rolled up and away at a moments notice. So the Great British Weather needn’t put a

dampener on your party once the rigging team have left the site. You have the flexibility to change the spaces, as often

as the changeable weather demands.



14 x 26 meters. A great size for a truly impressive space. Whether you include our 

brand new, large round bar as a centre piece; or want to host a colossal 

dancefloor, this largest of options will likely hold it all. With room for up to 200 

seated guests. 




